Welcome
from LSB The Bank
home of Beeline Banking™

At LSB, you’ll get the services you want the way you want them...

- **Get LSB FreeBee checking featuring...**
  - Only $50 to open
  - *No* minimum balance required
  - *No* monthly maintenance fee
  - *No* fee for checks/items paid

- **LSB Teller 24 ATMs in High Point and Archdale**

- **LSB Debit Card** (with purchase power)
  - or **LSB Teller 24 ATM card***

- **LSB By Phone** at 242-1010 (Piedmont Calling Area)
  - or 800-991-4243

- **LSB By Net℠** at lsbnc.com

- **LSB VISA® or MasterCard®**
  - with competitive interest rates

- **LSB Simple Interest** new and used car loans*

- **Travelers Checks, Official Checks and Wire Transfer**

* These services may require an application and approval
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